With random inputs, certain decision problems undergo a "phase transition". We prove similar behavior in an optimization context.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider random instances of MAX 2-SAT, MAX k-SAT, and MAX CUT. Just as random instances of the decision problem 2-SAT show a phase transition from almost-sure satisfiability to almost-sure unsatisfiability as the instance "density" increases above 1, so the maximization problem shows a transition at the same point, with the number of clauses not satisfied by an optimal solution suddenly changing from O(1/n) to O(n). MAX CUT experiences a similar phase transition: as a random graph's edge density crosses above 1/n, the number of edges not cut in an optimal cut suddenly changes from O(1) to O(1/n).
Our methods are well established ones: the firstmoment method for upper bounds; algorithmic analysis ~"I~partment of Mathematical Sciences, IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights NY 10598, USA. e-mail {copper, gamarnik, sorkin}@watson, ibm. com tDepartment of Mathematics, M.I.T., Cambridge MA 02139, USA. e-mail haj :i.aghaOmath. m:i.t, edu including the differential-equation method for lower bounds; and some more sophisticated arguments for the analysis of the scaling window. The interest of the work lies in the simplicity of the methods, and in the results. The question we ask seems very natural, and the answers obtained for MAX 2-SAT and MAX CUT are happily neat, and fairly comprehensive.
1.1 Outlook Beyond our particular results for MAX 2-SAT and MAX CUT, we hope to spark further work on phase transitions in random instances of other optimization problems, in particular of csPs (constraint satisfaction problems). Random instances of optimization problems have been studied extensively --some that come to mind are the travelling salesman problem, minimum spanning tree, minimum assignment, minimum bisection, minimum coloring, and maximum clique -but little has been said about phase transitions in such cases, and indeed many of the examples do not even have a natural parameter whose continuous variation could give rise to a phase transition.
Many problems, including all csPs, have natural decision and optimization versions: one can ask whether a graph is k-colorable, or ask for the minimum number of colors it requires. We suggest that in a random setting, the optimization version is quite as interesting as the decision version. Furthermore, optimization problems may plausibly be easier to analyze than decision problems because the quantities of interest vary more smoothly. In fact, a recent triumph in the analysis of a decision problem, the characterization of the "scaling window" for 2-SAT, used as a smoothed quantity the size of the "spine" of a formula [BBC+01] . A way to view our MAX 2-SAT results is that instead of taking the size of the spine as our "order parameter", we take the size of a maximum satisfiable subformula. This seems comparably tractable (we reproduce the result of [BBC + 01] incompletely, but more easily), and arguably more natural. Generally, when a decision problem has an optimization analog, the value of the optimum is both interesting in its own right, and an obvious candidate order parameter for studying the decision problem (in contrast to the cleverness of thinking of the spine).
1.2 Problem and motivations Let F be a 2-SAT formula with n variables X1 .... , Xn. An "assignment" of these variables consists of setting each Xi to either 1 (True) or 0 (False); we may write an assignment as a vector X E {0,1} n. Let F(X) be the number of clauses satisfied by X. F is "satisfiable" if there exists an assignment satisfying all the clauses. The problem MAX 2-SAT asks for maxF ~ max2F()(), i.e., the maximum, over all assignments .X, of the size (number of clauses) of a maximum satisfiable subformula of F.
We are concerned with this problem in a random setting. Let .T(n,m) denote the set of all formulas with n variables and m clauses, where each clause is proper (consisting of two distinct variables, either of which may be complemented or not), and clauses may be repeated. Let F E .T be chosen uniformly at random; this is equivalent to choosing m clauses uniformly at random, with replacement, from the 22 (~) possible clauses. Then max F is a random variable denoting the size of a largest satisfiable subformula of a random formula. We wish to find f(n, m) =" E(maxF), or bounds on this quantity, or other properties of the random variable max F, as a function n and m.
Typically, we consider the case m/n --~ c --constant as n --~ oc, and specifically we investigate the cases when c ~ 1, when c is large, and when c is close to 1. We also consider the "scaling window", which we will show to be the range m = n =h O(n2/3). Our investigation has two sources of motivation.
First, random SAT and max SAT are both extensively studied, and so it is natural to look at random max SAT. On the random side, for 2-SAT formulas, it is known that for all s > 0, as n --~ c<~, random On the max side, it is known for example that for arbitrary 3-SAT formulas F, in polynomial time, maxF can be approximated to within a factor of 7/8 [KZ97] , but no better (unless P=NP) [Has97]. Also, while 2-SAT is solvable in polynomial time, MAX 2-SAT is not: it can be approximated to within a factor 0.940 [LLZ02] but not better than 21/22 [H~s97].
Our second motivation comes from a question of Achlioptas resolved by [BF01] and extended in [BFW02] . A classical question concerns when a "giant component" appears in a graph, as random edges are added one by one: there is a.s. no giant component when there are (1/2 -¢)n edges, and there a.s. is one when there are (1/2 + ¢)n edges. Achlioptas asked how long a giant component can be avoided if random pairs of edges are given, and from each pair, just one is chosen. Bohman and Frieze showed that at least 0.55n edge pairs may be given while avoiding a giant component w.h.p. [BF01] . Bohman, Frieze and Wormald consider the same problem without the "pairing" aspect: how large c can be, such that from a random 2cn edges, it is typically possible to select cn edges avoiding a giant component [BFW02] . The "2" is then rather arbitrary; a more general question would be, given cn random edges, how many may be selected to avoid a giant component. We will call this problem "MAX giant-free spanning subgraph".
Because the "phase transition" from satisfiability to unsatisfiability in random 2-SAT (which occurs around clause density 1) is closely related to the appearance of a giant component in a random graph (which occurs around average degree 1), the results of [BFW02] for MAX giant-free spanning subgraph prompted us to look at MAX 2-SAT. As it turns out, these two problems are quite different, and a better graph analog of random MAX 2-SAT is random MAX CUT.
We consider several aspects of random MAX 2-SAT and random MAX CUT.
We also extend the easiest results to arbitrary csPs (constraint satisfaction problems).
Notation
We write F(n,m) to denote a random 2-SAT formula. Typically we will fix a constant c and consider F(n, [cnJ); where it does not matter we will often write cn in lieu of LcnJ. For any formula F, define maxF to be the size of a largest satisfiable subformula of F. Our focus is the functional behavior of max F.
Similarly, we write G(n, m) for a random graph on n vertices with m edges. For any graph G, let .,~ describe a partition of the vertices, and let cut(G, .X) be the number of edges having one vertex in each part of the partition. Define max cut(G) ~ max~ cut(G, X), and fcut (n, m) ~ E(max cut(Gin, m))).
We use standard asymptotic and "order" notation, so for example f(n) _~ g(n) means f(n)/g(n) ~ 1 as n ~ oc, and f(n) = o(n) means f(n)/n --~ O. We will also write f(n) ~ g (n) to indicate that f is less than or equal to g asymptotically --limsup f(n)/g(n) ~ 1 -though it may be that f(n) > g(n) even for arbitrarily large values of n. Asymptotic results involving two variables, for example concerning 2-SAT formulae on n variables with cn clauses, with c large (or (1 + z)n clauses with ~ small) should always be interpreted as taking the limit in n second; thus "for any desired error bound there exists a co, such that for all c > co there exists an no, such that for all n > n0," etcetera.
Summary of results
We establish several properties of random MAX 2-SAT, random MAX k-SAT, and random MAX CUT~ focusing on 2-SAT. This section summarizes our main results and indicates the nature of the proofs; further results and proof sketches are given in subsequent sections.
Since for c < 1 a random formula F(n, cn) is satisfiable w.h.p., we would expect maxF to be close to cn in this case; the following theorem shows this to be true.
The proof comes from counting the expected number of the "bicycles" shown by [CR92b] to be necessary components of an unsatisfiable formula.
For any c, f(n, cn) i> ~cn, since a random assignment of the variables satisfies each clause with probability -34 . The next theorem shows that neither this bound nor the trivial upper bound cn is tight, although for large c, ~cn is close to correct. Our next results relate to the low-density case, when c is above but close to the critical value 1. How does f(n, cn) depend on c = 1 + ~ for small ~? THEOREM 3. For any fixed e > 0, (1 + e -sa/a)n f(n, (1 + ~)n); also, there exist absolute constants ceo and to, such that for any fixed 0 < ~ < ~o, f(n, (1 + e)n) £ (1 + e -oeoea/ln(1/z))n.
That is, a constant fraction of the clauses must remain unsatisfied, but this fraction --x3/3 at most -is surprisingly small. The lower bound is proved by using the "differential equation method" (see for example [Wor95] ) to exactly analyze a version of the unitclause heuristic. The upper bound's proof is a simple first-moment argument; however, for the probability that a sub-formula with density > 1 is satisfiable, it requires the exponentially small bound given by Bollobgs et al. [BBC+01] (see Theorem 9 below). It is likely that, by replacing our use of [BBC + 01] with structural properties of the kernel of a sparse random graph, the upper bound's ca/ln(1/e) can be replaced by s 3 to match the lower bound up to constants [JS02] .
The major significance of [BBC+01] was to determine the "scaling window" for random 2-SAT. Without using their result, we prove an analogous result for MAX 2-SAT, and incidentally reproduce part of their 2-SAT result.
THEOREM 4. Letting c = 1 + e = 1 + ~n -1/3, we have
In particular, in the scaling window e = 1 ± An-1/3, a random formula is satisfiable with probability strictly between 0 and 1 (the exact bounds depending on £), and it can be made satisfiable by removing a constantorder number of clauses (the constant depending on ,k).
We introduce two online versions of MAX 2-SAT and propose an online algorithm suitable for both versions, and satisfying _~ (-~c + -~)n clauses; we prove that this algorithm is optimal for one of the two versions.
For Finally, we obtain corresponding results for the closely related MAX CUT problem for sparse random graphs.
We previously defined fcut(n, cn) E(maxcut G(n, cn)) to be the expected size of a maximum cut in a random graph. We remark that this is the same as the size of a largest bipartite spanning subgraph G' of G, there being a natural correspondence between edges cut in a partition of G, and edges present in G'. The values of X/~'9rr) and ~ are approximately 0.531922 and 0.588704, respectively. The upper bound was previously obtained in [BCP97] . THEOREM 7. For" any fixed 6 > 0, (½ + z -/~(63))n ~< fcut (n, (1/2 + 6)n) ,.~ (½ + 6 -ft(63/ln(1/6)))n.
The upper bound's 63/ln(1/6) can probably be replaced by 63 , just as for Theorem 3.
Random MAX 2-SAT
It is worth pointing out the following simple fact, upon which we will shortly improve.
REMARK 8. For c > 1, f(n, cn) ~ n(}c + ¼).
Proof. It suffices to show that for any 6 > 0, for all n sufficiently large, f (n, cn) ~ ( ~ + ¼ -6)n. Select the first (1 -6)n clauses, and let )( be a best assignment for it.
By Theorem 1, X satisfies an expected (1 -e)n -o(1) of these first clauses, and an expected 3/4ths of the remaining (c -1 + s)n clauses, yielding the claim. [] THEOREM 1: Proof sketch. See Summary of Results.
High-density random MAX 2-SAT While
it is well known that for c > 1, F(n, cn) is a.s. uusatisfiable, is it possible that even for c large, almost an clauses are satisfiable? Theorem 2 rules this out by showing that a constant fraction of clauses must go unsatisfied; up to a constant, it also provides a matching lower bound.
THEOREM 2: Proof of the upper bound. The proof is by the first-moment method. If max F > (1 -r)cn then there is a satisfying assignment of a subformula F' which omits rcn or fewer clauses, and where (taking F' to be maximal) all the omitted clauses are unsatisfied. Any fixed assignment satisfies each (random) clause of F' w.p. 3/4 and unsatisfies each omitted clause w.p. 1/4, so by linearity of expectations, the probability that there exists such an F' is P=Pr(3satisfiableF')~2 nE k (4 (4) " k=0
For r < ¼ the sum is dominated by the last term• From Stirling's formula n! _~ vfff~ (n/e) n, 1 + 0(1)) -aoe3(1 + 0(1)) <0.
That is, it is unlikely that asymptotically fewer than aoe3/In(l/e) clauses can go unsatisfied.
Proof of the lower bound (sketch). The proof is algorithmic, and of the sort familiar from [AS00] and previous works. It analyzes a version of the "unit-clause" heuristic. Initially, "seed" the algorithm by randomly deleting a variable from each of, say, n 1/1° random 2-clauses to convert them to unit clauses. While F has any unit clauses, select one at random and set its variable to satisfy the clause. The analysis consists of counting the clauses unsatisfied in these steps, and justifying the assertion that when there are no more unit clauses, o(1) further clauses need be unsatisfied. When k variables have been set, let the number of 2-clauses be denoted rn2 (k), the number of unit clauses rnl(k), and the number of unset variables re(k) = n -k. In one step, the changes in these quantities are Am = -1, E(Am2) = 2m -~ ~, and E(Aml) = 1 m 1 (assuming that ml > 0 before -1 -N 1 -I-~m2 the step).
Over a large number of steps, the net changes will be a.s.a.e, equal to the expectations. Renormalizing with p = m/n, Pl = ml/n, and P2 = m2/n, the differential equation method (see for example [AS00, Wor95] ) asserts that (Pl,P2) a.s.a.e. obey the differential equations dp2/dp = 2p2 dpl/dp = 1 + P_!_ ~P__2!. P P P
With boundary conditions that for p = 1 (i.e., initially), P2 = c and Pl = 0, the unique solution is
This results in pl --0 at two times: initially, when p = 1, and also for p = p* satisfying So from P = 1 to P = P*, the number of clauses dissatisfied by the algorithm is a.s.a.e, n times expression (4.4). After this time, the remaining (uniformly random) 2-SAT formula has density O2(P*) / P* = cp* = ln(p*)/(p*(p* -1)) < 1 and thus (by Theorem 8) contributes o(1) to the expected number of unsatisfied clauses. In short, the algorithm a.s. fails to satisfy a.e. (½(p* -1) -¼(p* + 1)lnp*)n clauses. For p* (asymptotically) close to 1, the number of dissatisfied clauses is ~ n(1 -p*)3/24. In particular, with E > 0 asymptotically small and c = 1 +z, P* -~ 1 -2e, and the number of dissatisfied clauses is -~ ne3/3.
[] Two remarks. First, in addition to the asymptote, the proof gives a precise parametric relationship (as functions of p*) between the clause density c (given by (4.3)) and the rejected-clause density (given by (4.4)). Solving numerically, for c = 1.5 we find rejected-clause density ~ 0.0183275, and for c = 2 -where naively the rejected-clause density would be ¼c = 0.5 --we achieve rejected-clause density ~ 0.0809517. Second, with the solution in hand, the asymptotic behavior is easy to see without the need for differential equations. This alternate proof is less precise but more intuitive and more robust; it is the basis of the analysis within the scaling window (see Theorem 4. THEOREM 4: Proof sketch. We apply a unit-clause heuristic like that in the lower-bound proof from Theorem 3. When there are unit clauses, satisfy a random one; otherwise, set a random variable to a random value. The algorithm proceeds in three phases: Phase 1 applies this unit-clause heuristic for 2on steps; Phase 2 continues applying unit-clause until mi = 0; and Phase 3 treats the remaining formula by different means. Without loss of generality we may assume that A > 1 or A < -1 (results in the middle range follow from these), and if A < -1 we go directly to Phase 3.
During Phases 1 and 2, when t = 5n variables have been set, the number of remaining variables is of course n(t) = (1 -5)n, and with overwhelming probability (exponentially close to 1), the number of remaining 2clauses satisfies m2 (t) = (1 +o(1)) (1 +e-26)n. Assuming this holds true, ml(t) is stochastically dominated by a Poisson-incremented random walk (r.w.) with drift -6, plus the number of restarts of that r.w. when it hits 0.
In Phase 1, the number of restarts is geometric with parameter O(e) (mean l/e), which is insignificantly small. The r.w. itself has drift ~ e, and from boob's inequality, Pr(r.w. ever exceeds rc2n) = exp(-~(r)).
In Phase 2, the number of restarts is by definition 0, and the r.w. has drift ~ -e; a similar bound holds.
Phases 1 and 2 last for O(en) steps; ml(t) stays bounded by O(e2n); and the expected number of unit clauses unsatisfied during each step is about ml(t) /(2n(t) ). Summing over t, the expected number of unsatisfied clauses is O(e3n) = O(A3).
In Phase 3 the expected number of "bicycles" is O(A-S), and this bounds the remaining number of unsatisfied clauses. When A < -1, we only do Phase 3; in that case the lower bound follows from applying the second-moment method to the number of bicycles.
The probability results follow similarly. In Phases 1 and 2, the number of clauses unsatisfied at each step is B(ml(t), 1/(2n(t))), and, conditioned on ml(t), these values are independent from step to step, giving probability exp(-O(e3n)) that no clauses are unsatisfied during these phases. Independence is preserved in Phase 3, where the probability of satisfiability is at least one mi-nus the expected number of bicycles, i.e., 1 -O([)~ I-3). On the other hand, the probability of satisfiability is at most the probability that there is a "bad" bicycle, which from the second-moment method is 1 -Ft([.k I-3).
[]
Random MAX k-SAT and MAX CSP
In this section we present some general facts and conjectures about MAX k-SAT and MAX CSP, and extend the previous high-density results.
Concentration and limits
It is known that random k-SAT has a sharp threshold: that is, there exists a threshold function c(n) such that for any z > 0, as n --~ c~, a random formula on n variables with (c(n) -z)n clauses is a.s. satisfiable, while one with (c(n) + x)n clauses is a.s. unsatisfiable [Fri99]. To prove an analogous result for random MAX k-SAT is much easier; this was first done by [BFU93] .
Let Fk(n, m) be a rnadom k-SAT formula on n variables with m clauses, and let fk(n, rn) = E(max Fk); we may omit the subscripts k. 
Proof. Let Xi represent the ith clause in F. Replacing
Xi with an arbitrary clause cannot change max F by more than 1. The result follows from Azuma's inequality.
[] Since for any fixed k and c we know that fk(n, cn) = O(n), letting ff(n, cn) ~ f(n, cn)/n, the theorem may be interpreted as saying that for any s > 0, w.h.p., (f'(c,n)s)n < maxF(n, cn) < (f'(c, n)+s)n. To conjecture that if(c, n)is asymptotically independent of n is analogous to the "satisfiability threshold conjecture". CONJECTURE 11. (MAX k-SAT limit conjecture) For every k, for almost every constant c > O, as n ~ oc, fk(n, cn)/n converges to a limit.
Since we can prove asymptotic upper and lower bounds on fk(n, cn)/(cn), the conjecture's truth would follow if fk(n, cn)/(cn) were monotone in n, but we do not know if this is so. However, monotonicity of fk(n, cn)/(cn) in c (with n held fixed) is implied by the next theorem; it shows that as the number of clauses increases, the expected fraction of clauses that can be satisfied can only decrease. Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2, and is omitted in the interest of space.
[] Still more generally, we may consider a CSP (constraint satisfaction problem). Let g be a k-cry "constraint" function, g : Generally a csP may be based on a finite family of constraint functions, of "critics" bounded by k, but for notational convenience we limit ourselves to a single function.
Let a k-cry clause function g be given, with E(g(X)) = p over random inputs.
Define P = min{p, l-p} and Q = 1-P. Let Fg(n, m) be a random formula over g on n variables, with m clauses, and let fg (n, m) = E(max F).
THEOREM 14. Given an arity k and a constraint function g, for all c su]ficiently large, (p c + PQ~ )n fg(n,m) ,.~ (pc+ v/2PQ ln(2)c )n.
6 Online random MAX 2-SAT In this section, we discuss online versions of the MAX 2-SAT problem. [BF01, BFW02] consider an online version of MAX giant-free spanning subgraph, in which random edges ei are given one by one, and we must accept or reject ei based on the previous edges el,..., ei-1, with the goal of accepting as many edges as possible without creating a giant component. There are two natural online interpretations of random MAX 2-SAT. In both, we are told in advance the total number of variables n and clauses m; also, in both, clauses ci are presented one by one, and we must choose "on line" whether to accept or reject ci based on the previously seen clauses cl,...,ci-1. When we accept a clause we are guaranteeing to satisfy it; when we reject a clause we are free to satisfy or dissatisfy it. Our goal is to maximize the number of clauses accepted.
In our first interpretation of online MAX 2-SAT, ON-LINE I, when we accept a clause, we are also required to satisfy it immediately, by setting at least one of its literals True; once a variable is set, it may never be changed. The second interpretation, ONLINE II, is more generous: the variables' assignments may be decided after the last clause is presented. Let fo4(n, m) be the expected number of clauses accepted by an optimal algorithm for ONLINE I, and fo-ii(n, m) that for ONLINE II. Clearly, -~m • fo_i(n,m) < fo-H(n,m) < f(n,m). Here we present a "lazy" algorithm applicable to both fo4 (n, cn) and fo-ii(n, cn). ONLINE-LAZY begins with no variables "set". On presentation of a clause, ONLINE-LAZY rejects it only if it must, and otherwise does the least it can to accept it. Specifically, on presentation of clause ci, which without loss of generality we may consider to be (XVY), it takes the following action. If X = True or Y = True, accept ci. If X = False and Y = False, reject ci. If X = False and Y is unset (or vice-versa), set Y = True (resp. X = True) and accept ci. If X and Y are both unset, arbitrarily choose one, set it True, and accept ci.
THEOREM 15. For any fixed c, ONLINE-LAZY is the unique (up to its arbitrary choice) optimal algorithm for ONLINE I, and fo_l(n, cn) '~ (-34c+ (1-e-C)~4 + (1e-c) /s)n 1> +
We note that for c = 1, fo4(n, n) ~ 0.957997n, and for c asymptotically large, fo-i(n, cn) ~_ (~c + ~)n.
Proof of optimality (sketch).
There are two central ideas. First, the "future" performance of an optimal algorithm is solely a (random) function of the number of unset variables and the number of clauses remaining. Second, we may compare ONLINE-LAzY with a putative optimal algorithm. The only case of interest is when ONLINE-LAZY sets Xk, while the optimal algorithm sets nothing (rejecting a clause instead). We will show that the optimal algorithm then isn't optimal at all. Once the two algorithms part ways, modify ONLINE-LAZY to do exactly what the optimal algorithm does until such time (if any) as the latter sets Xk. If the optimal algorithm never sets Xk, or sets it to the same value as ONLINE-LAZY did, then ONLINE-LAZY (modified) wins by at least one clause. If the optimal algorithm sets Xk oppositely, then the current numbers of clauses satisfied are equal, and the number of unset variables and future clauses are also equal, so the remaining (optimal, expected) performances are equal. That is, in some cases (of probability > 0), ONLINE-LAZY (modified) beats the "optimal" algorithm, and in all cases it is at least as good, so the "optimal" algorithm isn't optimal. It follows that an optimal algorithm can never reject a clause having an unset variable.
Proof of performance (sketch). Full proof in Proceedings version. In "round" k, when k variables are yet to be set, the expected number of clauses satisfied is easily calculated (arithmetic omitted!); so is the expected duration of the round. From the expected durations we compute a "nominal" number of rounds before all cn clauses are exhausted; we then show that the true (random) number of rounds is likely to be close to the nominal value. Summing the expected numbers of clauses satisfied in round k over the (random) number of rounds yields the claimed result.
[] A difference between random MAX 2-SAT and random MAX CUT is that while below the 2-SAT threshold, c < 1, we had cn -f(n, [ It is well known that for c < 1/2, w.h.p, a random graph G(n, cn) consists of small trees and an expected number O(1) of small unicyclic components, including O(1) with odd cycles. A bipartite spanning subgraph of G must lack at least one edge from each odd cycle, and deleting only these edges gives a bipartite subgraph.
[] Despite this difference, like random MAX 2-SAT, random MAX CUT does exhibit a phase transition: while Theorem 5 shows that for c < 1/2, the gap [anJf(n, cn) = O(1), Theorem 6 shows that for c > 1/2, the gap jumps to e(n). CLAIM 17. The probability that a random graph G(n, (1/2 4-e)n) is bipartite, conditioned on the existence of a component of size O(¢n) created by the 'first" (1/2 4-6/2)n edges, is exp(-f~(z3n)).
Proof. If the presumed giant component is not bipartite, we are done. If it is, by connectivity, it has a unique bipartition; let the sizes of the parts be nl and n2. Each of the remaining 6n/2 edges has both endpoints in the giant component w.p. 0(62), so there are O(63n) of these, w.p. 1 -exp(-~(63n)). The probability that each such edge preserves bipartiteness is (2nln2)/(nl + n2) 2 ~ 1/2; over the O(63n) independent edges it is exp(-~(~3n)).
[] THEOREM 7: Proof sketch.
The proof of the upper bound uses the first-moment method and Claim 17. The proof of the lower bound is algorithmic and similar to that of Theorem 3.
Conclusions and open problems
We have presented a road map for MAX 2-SAT and MAX CUT in a random setting, establishing that there is a phase transition, and deriving asymptotics below the critical value, for constants slightly above the critical value and in the scaling window around it, and for larger constants. For constant densities slightly above threshold there is a logarithmic gap between our lower and upper bounds; we need to confirm that the ln(1/z) factors are extraneous. In the other cases, our bounds are only separated by a constant. However --especially in light of the exact result of [BFW02] for random MAX giant-free spanning subgraph--it would be wonderful to get the exact asymptotics.
If exact asymptotics could be found, that would automatically imply the truth of the MAX k-SAT limit conjecture, Conjecture 11. It is also interesting to speculate even further, on a MAX CSP limit conjecture.
Another issue entirely concerns online random MAX 2-SAT. For ONLINE I, where when accepting a clause we also commit to a variable assignment satisfying it, we argued that ONLINE-LAZY is an optimal algorithm, and we analyzed it exactly. For ONLINE II, however, where we commit to clauses right away but do not commit to variable assignments until the end, the only bounds we have are the weak ones inherited from ONLINE I and the offiine problem, fo-i(n,m) • fo.ii(n,m) < f(n,m). It would be interesting to understand this problem better and obtain improved bounds, or, ideally, again to find a provably optimal algorithm and analyze it exactly.
